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GenCanna’s broad-spectrum distillates contain considerable levels 
of cannabinoids and specified THC levels, prepared through either 
chromatographic separation, and/or distillation depending on the product 
specifications.

Clarity in this ingredient’s THC specification is extremely important. The 
marketplace is littered with mislabeled THC-containing distillates and 
broad-spectrum products, leaving your company open to undue risk from 
a regulatory and consumer perspective. Our distillate specifications are 
well defined — we do not hide THC or CBN levels behind poor analytics or 
sleight of hand.

BROAD-SPECTRUM DISTILLATES

COMPLIANCE
 3 Produced in cGMP facilities
 3 Validated using trusted third-party accredited laboratories 

SPECIFICATIONS

PURIT Y

76-94% CBD

THC: PRODUCT 
SPECIFIC

APPE AR ANCE CONSIS TENC Y FL AVOR ODOR

Medium-to-dark 
amber

Viscous oily liquid; can 
recrystallize at room 
temperature

Bitter, terpenoid, 
earthy

Hemp, earthy, 
terpenoid

SOLUBILIT Y DERIVED FROM COMPOSITION SHELF LIFE

Oil-soluble Stalk, stem and flower 100% hemp-derived, 
non-synthetic 24 months

APPLICATIONS

Customize It! Certain formulations 
and finished goods may require 
customization of profile or 
potency. Call us! Let’s find your 
solution together!

GenCanna broad-spectrum distillates provide a bouquet of 
cannabinoids, less the THC, and are perfect for:
• Soft gels
• Fruit chews and gummies
• Topicals  
• Vape
• Formulated oil drops  
• Oil-soluble applications

https://gencanna.com
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DISTILLATE TYPES
Multiple distillate types ensure your ability to invent, infuse and be compliant, regardless of 
application type or geography. To incorporate these distillates into finished goods, give us a call 
to explore our flexible white and private label programs.

Broad-Spectrum Tier 1 
This is your basic, “go-to” broad-spectrum distillate solution for direct use or incorporation into 
finished goods. This distillate is an excellent ingredient for a more natural brand ethos, without 
true full-spectrum THC levels. THC: <0.1%.

Broad-Spectrum Tier 2
This distillate was specifically created to ensure that minor cannabinoids are less likely to be 
washed out in a finished goods application — an excellent solution to the problem of dilution! 

Our expert product development team will collaborate with you to ensure that your finished 
product specifications are well-defined. In the case that a custom distillate solution is required, 
GenCanna is the industry leader in developing product differentiation through unique 
formulation. THC: <0.1%.

UK-Compliant Broad-Spectrum Distillate
GenCanna’s UK broad-spectrum distillate meets Novel Foods requirements and regulatory 
mandated UK THC limits at <0.01%.

BROAD-SPECTRUM DISTILLATES

https://gencanna.com

